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Information on requisites
For receiving SWIFT in US dollars (USD)
BENEFICIARY:

BOHOMOLOV ILLIA, Registration address: Ukraine, 01001, city Kyiv, lane
Enerhetykiv, building 9a

IBAN:

UA303052990000026202884667813

ACCOUNT:

4149499138950124

BANK OF BENEFICIARY
Beneficiary bank

PRIVATBANK, 1D HRUSHEVSKOGO STR., KYIV, 01001, UKRAINE
SWIFT CODE: PBANUA2X

INTERMEDIARY BANK
Correspondent bank

JP MORGAN CHASE BANK
SWIFT CODE: CHASUS33

CORRESPONDENT ACCOUNT
Beneficiary bank’s account with
Correspondent bank

0011000080

Important! Recommendations on submission of correct details for SWIFT transfers. For prompt receipt of SWIFT transfers in foreign currency, please note the following requirements:
1. The transfer may be a part of non-commercial transactions and not apply to investment or business activities. Therefore, for your convenience, please don''t indicate
references to invoices/contracts as a payment purpose.
2. To ensure prompt transfer receipt, we strongly recommend that you coordinate the transfer currency with the sender - it must be the same as your card currency. If you don''t
have a card in the desired transfer currency, it is preferable that the transfer is made in US dollars (USD) or euros (EUR).
Attention! Completion of transaction for which incorrect details were submitted may require inter-bank communication, and a corresponding fee will be subtracted from the transfer
amount. Therefore, you should pay close attention to submission of correct details for SWIFT payments receipt. Make sure that you provided the Beneficiary with correct personal
information.
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